Early Mail and Stampless Letter Postal Markings of Sweden
This marcophily exhibit tells the story of postal markings used in Sweden, primarily
before the introduction of adhesive postage. The time period is from the 17th century to the
mid-19th century, although some examples of stampless covers extending into the 1860s
are included. This study explores the early types of mail including messenger mail, crown
post, military mail, and general mail. Some manuscript markings are also identified. Key
items have boxed text.
Messenger Mail (hand-delivered): Folded letter, Lifland (Livonia)
to Stockholm, November 12, 1611

Plan
Messenger Mail (Courier Post)
Crown Post
Manuscript and handstamp markings
Military mail
General Mail
B and F markings

General Mail (cont'd)
Straight line cancels
Arc cancel
Box cancels
Free letter cancels
Postage due
Foreign mails

Proclamation, 1725

Official announcements or government edicts

"RESOLUTION of his Royal Majesty and the Chancery Board of the Realm Concerning the Filling
of Proposals and Accounts of Postal Administrators / and Clearance of Funds. Stockholm 13 April
1725. By Grace and Privilege of His Royal Majesty. Stockholm, given at the Royal Printing Office by
Johan Henr. Werner, Director of all Printing Plants in the Realm."
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Messenger Mail (Kurirpost)
The oldest form of mail delivery was by private messenger or relayed via agents.

Circa 1600 to Hieronymus von
Bkchholtz (1570- 1618) marked
Cito. Cito. Cito. (Latin for fast,
i.e., urgent)
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Sent from Stockholm
August 4, 1605

Messenger Mail (Kurirpost)

Above: to the Court Martial in Stockholm, October 7, 1635
Below: to the War Council in Stockholm, June 5, 1635

Messenger Mail (Kurirpost)
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April 25, 1634 to His Excellency the
Royal Grand Chancellor Axel
Oxenstierna, who was instrumental in
establishing the General Post in
Sweden in 1636.
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Messenger Mail (Kurirpost)

To Stockholm, April 20, 1649
To the Admkalty in Stockholm with Citto (Urgent) markings, 1664

Crown Post or Mail (Kronopost)
The Crown Post consisted of communications sent by royalty or government officials and dates
from the 17th century until 1873 when official correspondence was taken over by the General Post
Office. The mail was identified with hand drawn crowns (usually three) and kter with handstamp
crown markings. The manuscript notation evolved into three or more curves or loops with a line
drawn through, sometimes referred to as a coil or meander.

Above: complete crown post letter internally dated July 3, 1744
Below: 18' century crown post penalty letter to Kjalleberg with
notation that it "shall arrive the 25th of October with 5 Riksdaler fine."

Crown Post

Handstamp Markings

Letter from Kristianstad with crown mark of that city, August 29, 1744

Crown marking on letter internally dated April 28, 1777

Crown Post

Handstamp Markings

\' century marking

Crown marking on letter to Ununge Church in 1793

Crown Post

Manuscript and Handstamp Markings

Manuscript crowns sent from Lund, May 24, 1796.
The letter "S" indicates to the carrier in which direction to bear the letter.

Handstamp crowns on letter from Sodra Rojdasen,
January 23, 1807 with manuscript "Em bref' (official mail)

Crown Post

Manuscript Marking on Feather Letter

Feathers were used on mail to denote emergency (express) delivery, in this case in
addition to the manuscript crown marking. Internal notes indicate the letter transited
four locations, all on the same date, December 23, 1808. 1) Brannestad,
Ostergotland; 2) Kumla, Orebro County; Thorlunda, Ostergotland; 4) Tornby,
Ostergotland.

Handstamp Marking on Proclamation

Crown Post
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Crown Post mailing of proclamation dated May 23, 1802 with pak of crown markings. The notice as
shown in the reduced first page announces the public auction of a property near Christianstad,
including the main building and several outlying structures.
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Crown Post

Handstamp Markings
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Crown Post letter with initial W
(Wijkman), sent from Ankarslof to
Nyboda, August 21, 1813. With
manuscript note, "Hogst angelaget
och maste dag och natt utan
fortskaffas" (Highest urgency and
must be conveyed day and night
without delay).
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Crown Post marking, sometimes described
as a "cat's paw," on royal proclamation
concerning
importing
supplies
by
merchants and ship handlers, May 8, 1828.

Crown Post

Manuscript Markings

Use of manuscript serpentine coils on 1) letter from Skofde to Stohlan, April 11,
1831, and 2) letter from Asen to Molnbacka December 9, 1837, both with feather
fragments in wax seals on reverse.

Crown Post

Handstamp Markings

Stampless folded letters that have one corner turned to the back indicated the mail
was that of a commoner rather than royalty or the clergy. Both covers bear crown
marks. The top one was sent to Rafvalofta January 27, 1834. The bottom cover was
sent December 23, 1841 to a gamekeeper in Landskrog. Its lower right corner was
originally folded back as shown by the crease. Manuscript "Angelaget" or "Urgent."

Crown Post

Manuscript Markings

Crown Post feather letter with elaborate manuscript serpentine coil,
sent to Lerurn, April 28, 1855. Both black and white feathers were
used to indicate the highest urgency with transit both day and night.

Military Mail

Crown Post

Military letter sent from Krak February 8, 1762 to regimental clerk in Bredared,
discussing noncommissioned officer who was in debt. Crown marks contain the
letters F.B. for Fri Brev (free letter).

Military Mail

Official Mail

Two military letters addressed to Goteborg, c. 1780

Military Mail

Crown Post Feather Letter

Military feather letter with serpentine coil, dated March 20, 1828, and
endorsed, "Dispatch from Fergknda 20 March at 6 o'clock and convey by
special military post to the Commander for No. 16 West Gotha Dahls
Regiment, Forstena" in West Tunhem.

The General Mail
Sweden's General Mail was established in 1636 by Chancellor of the Realm Axel
Oxenstierna during the reign of Queen Christina. The remaining sections of the
exhibit are groupings by subject, generally in chronological order within each group.
The general mails are usually recognized with handwritten charter numbers in the
upper right corner of the cover. These numbers represent listings of the letters in the
records of the postal service.

Letter
to
military
college in Stockholm,
July 9, 1640, from
Conrad v. Falkenberg
(1591-1654) while he
was
Governor
of
Kalmar. Early use of
manuscript "Franco"
(Paid).

To Governor Gabriell
Gyllenanckar
dated
September 19, 1650.
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The General Mail

Complete letter from Malmo
to Engelholm, March 8, 1710.

Complete letter from Westeras
to Skara, October 13, 1741.

The General Mail

Turned Cover

General Mail cover used twice. First it was sent from Oviken to Ostersund March 19,
1832. It was then turned inside out and used to send a message to a magistrate in Hallen.
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The B & F Crown Markings

Crown B

From 1686 until 1708 the General Mail used two basic types of handstamps, consisting of a crown
over a capital B (Betalda or paid) or over a capital F (Fribrev or free letter). Within the types are
subtypes that differ in shape (oval vs round) and in the dimensions.

1686-1691
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Stockholm to Rotterdam, March 19,
1687. Paid to Hamburg, with red due
markings to Amsterdam and then
Rotterdam.

1694-1696

1696 cover front to Orebro

The B & F Crown Markings

Crown B

1696-1708
Two covers to Carlscrona, the bottom one dated internally 1707
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The B & F Crown Markings

Crown F
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January-November 1686

Crown F (Fribrev or free letter) to Mariestad, 1686 above, and 1697 below (the
latter to Governor Harald Stromfelt who was governor 1695-1707).

1696-1702

Straight Line Cancels

Stockholm Ribbon

Sweden introduced place name cancellations in 1708 in Stockholm. The name
appears in a sort of banner with curved ends known as a "ribbon." A variety of the
ribbon markings were used from 1708 to 1751. The exhibited items have the year of
use where documented, followed by the known range of use.

1711 to Uppsala (1708-1718)
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April 12, 1730 to Tavastehus, Finland (1722-1730)

Straight Line Cancels

Stockholm Ribbon
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January 20, 1737
(1731-1742)

January 5, 1736
(1731-1741)
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September 15, 1736 to
Tavastehus, Finland
(1733-1737)

Straight Line Cancels

Stockholm Ribbon

1742 to Tavastehus
Finland (1731-1742)
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September 22, 1742 to
Tavastehus (1742-1746)
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November 2, 1747
(1747-1751)

Straight Line Cancels

Stockholm

The cities and towns of Sweden received the new straight line cancels in capital
letters beginning in 1819 (see following section). The exception was Stockholm,
which began using this type of undated cancel in the 1750s. Over the years a number
of varieties of the Stockholm canceller were used. Dates of use are shown in
parentheses.

Above, July 15, 1755 to Tavastehus, Finland (1752-1771)
Below, letter dated August 17, 1756 (1752-1770)
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Straight Line Cancels

Stockholm
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Above, (1770-1775)
Below, (1771-1780)

Straight Line Cancels

Stockholm

Above, November 10, 1775 (1775-1787)
Below, January 30, 1812 (1779-1819)
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Straight Line Cancels - 1819-1830

Avestad, Avesta

In 1819 Sweden introduced stronger undated straight line cancellations with the
town name in capital letters. They were used until 1830 when they were replaced
with the Arc cancellation. Folded letters or covers that contain actual dates are noted.

The cancel was spelled AVESTAD up until 1827 and then changed the following
year to AVESTA. Cover below is dated June 27, 1830 (late use).

